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Scrapbooking    with JetMaster systems

various deposits around the house, developed the rolls of 
film, sorted, cropped, smiled over touching recollections 
and eventually completed my first album. Today those 
pictures, but most of all the memories, are preserved in 
beautiful albums which I never tire of browsing through 
and sharing with friends.

As I continued with the art of scrapbooking, I realized that 
one of things I liked most about it was creating heartfelt 
gifts and sharing the memories with family and friends.  
The older I get the more grateful I am that I have captured 
the stories of my family’s life in albums. I will never forget 
how proud my son and daughter were when I was able to 
show them a completed album celebrating their life and 
their own ‘story’.

Recently I have been able to take this beloved hobby to 
another level, using new innovative products that continue 
to tell a story through unique display options. I thought 
“How great it would be to pull a special memory page from 
a book, and make it into wall art?”

Remember your son’s first 
lacrosse goal or daughter’s first 
formal dance?  Utilizing the 
JetMaster Display system, I’m 
presented with a solution to 
share special moments with 
family and friends in a truly 
unique way that can be seen 
and enjoyed daily as wall 
decor.  

The easy-to-use display mounting system is a fun and 
creative way to present memorabilia, preserve memories 
from a special day, or just show off a favorite image. The 
JetMaster also represents a creative way to keep the entire 
family interested and motivated to record and share their 
memories proudly and to create personalized gifts as well.

Recently, my daughter completed scrapbook wall art for 
her college dorm room to remember her family and friends.  
The JetMaster Display delivered a cost efficient, simple 
way for her to decorate while taking along a little piece of 
‘home’. I was surprised at the flexibility it provided, and 
how it stirred her creativity! 

For me, the JetMaster system provides inspiration for new 
methods of sharing memories and creating art, and is my 
favorite way to showcase what is most important in my 
life.

Email:  clconnelly@me.com 
Tel:  609-617-0831

Innovation News 

Christina Connelly is a Scrapbooking Consultant, here she tells 
us about her passion for Scrapbooking, using traditional and 
digital methods:

I first became interested in the art of scrapbooking about 10 years ago, 
when a dear friend introduced me to her ‘hobby’.

Admiring her beautiful albums, which were inspired by lasting family 
memories tugged at my heart, as I thought to myself about how I had 
not yet created simple baby albums for my son Ryan 15, and daughter 
Meagan who had just turned 10. I held these memories dearly, yet 
the photos were scattered about in shoe boxes, drawers and the 
occasional paper bag. Sadly, some still remained intact on rolls of film 
left undeveloped for years.

However, even with a somewhat guilty and slightly overwhelming 
feeling, I felt inspired.  I went home, gathered my pictures from 
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Memory Wraps

•  Easy Assembly Photo Wrap system
•  JetMaster is available in the following sizes:  
    US Letter / A4 / A3+ / 12x16” / 16x20”
•  Easy to assemble
•  Professional look and feel
•  Sturdy and lightweight
•  No expensive tools required
•  Affordable
•  Recyclable
•  Step-by-step instruction sheet included

Easy Assembly Photo Wrap System  - Print - Wrap - Display!

5 simple steps to the perfect gift...

Capture image Set up Print Wrap Display

You print it, you wrap it, you hang it 
– and everybody wants one!

Until recently making a gallery wrap, with stretcher 
bars, glue and staples, was a specialist’s job. It took 
time, expertise and it could be expensive.
With JetMaster, tough, lightweight gallery wraps can 
be turned out in minutes, using just a craft knife or 
scissors and a cutting board. No special assembly skills 
are required. 
The base is a pre-cut, laminated self adhesive board; 
simply press flat your print, trim and fold. No bubbles, 
no untidy corners, no staples and no hooks. A fully 

assembled JetMaster ‘gallery wrap’ is so light it can be 
hung from just one tack. 

JetMaster provides a premium display option that is 
simple and cost effective. The days of outsourcing the 
stretching and fixing of canvases for gallery wraps are 
over. The benefits to you are,
of course, less time, lower 
cost and the ability to offer 
your customer genuine one-
stop shopping. Take control 
with JetMaster.

www.jetmaster-systems.com
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      Advantages of Digital Scrapbooking:

•	 No	Mess - all of your supplies are on your computer or CDs. No need 
to spend tons of time getting supplies out just to have to put them 
away again! 

•	 The	 Undo	 Button - anything you do can be undone. No ruined 
photos.

•	 Photo	Manipulation - you can crop your photos, change the colors, 
turn  black and white or tint them. No need to go to the photo lab to 
get a photo blown up and no more cropping mistakes!

•	 Multiple	 Copies - you can create multiple copies of pages and 
albums for friends and family without having to make the same 
page over and over again. Just hit print! 

•	 Preservation - All photos, pages, and albums can be digitally 
preserved on CDs, you can easily just reprint

•	 Time - digital scrapping CAN take less time by using pre-made 
supplies and pages. 

•	 Different	 Styles - paper scrapping encompasses many different 
styles. So does digital scrapping. There are even styles within digital 
scrapping that can not be recreated on paper. Such as the photo 
montage. 

•	 Sharing	your	Scrapbook - Digital scrapbooking makes it easier to 
share your pages with friend and family through email, the web, or 
in slideshows.

Why not try our FREE on-line print Utility for sizing 
your images onto the JetMaster frames? Visit:

www.jetmaster.ultra-canvas.com

The possibilities with JetMaster memory wraps are endless! Here 
are just a few Applications:

make a Clock!
Calenders and mobiles

pages from your 
scrapbook

wall accents made 
from fabric

bulletin boards


